JOIN AS AN INDIVIDUAL MEMBER

As Belize’s leading Intermediary business organization, the value of the chamber lies in its ability to build meaningful business networks, to inform and educate our members so that they build better organizations, and to champion the causes that provide for a stable and development centered private enterprise eco-system.

*When our members thrive, Belize thrives.*

Our commitment to what we call the “Triple C” philosophy simply; to capacitate, to connect and to champion, focuses our activities and underpins our service offerings going forward. Whether you decide to join us as an Individual member or as a member of the President’s circle, your investment will allow you to engage the triple C philosophy to the extent you decide is necessary and conducive to the growth and development of your organization.

As an Individual Member, you are a recognized member of the Chamber but with this selection you’ve opted for a narrow scope of services. The Individual Member package is valued at $125.00 BZD and is available to a **Single and Natural person who is not affiliated with a registered company.**
How Individual Members engage the “Triple C” Philosophy

To Capacitate

Being an Individual Member entitles you to invitations to Trainings and Workshops which feature “Issue” Experts, as well as customized trainings, upon request. In addition, you gain access to Chamber Publications which keeps you up to date on issues that impact our business society in areas such as International Business, Trade and Finance. Member Certification and Chamber Card discounts are also benefits of this package.

To Champion

As the leading business advocacy organization, the Chamber champions the causes of its membership and at the Individual level, you gain access to white papers, research and other position papers, enabling you to be more informed.

If you are interested in being able to participate in policy leadership positions or gain the full benefit of the Chamber’s advocacy apparatus, you are invited to upgrade.
To Connect

At the Individual member level, you will benefit from a free listing in our online Membership Directory and are offered opportunities for networking and Information exchanges but do not enjoy member discounts when applied to these events. Individual Members also get invitations to match making events like Expo and External Trade Missions.

Also available for purchases are links and general advertising on the widely visited BCCI Website and the opportunity to showcase your products on the Chamber’s new “Market Place Belize”© web mall.